
We already knew how this vaccine technology
worked and the virus was sequenced.

Many people offered themselves to get vaccinated
on the clinical trial, speeding up the process. A great
deal of money was invested in those trials. 

Phases of the clinical trial overlapped, so we could
get information about several things at the same
time. 

Agencies were evaluating in real time the results
about every step of the vaccine’s research.

Due to the emergency of the situation, COVID
vaccine got a conditional authorization, which is still
in surveillance and can be revoked at any moment.

FASTER
DOESN'T
MEAN
WORSE
#WORLDSMARTMEDICATIONDAY 

mRNA technology has been in      
 development for over 15 years.

Researchers are carefully monitoring that 
 vaccines don’t trigger an unwanted immune
response.

Common side effects are minor and don’t
last longer than a week: a sore arm from the
injection, a mild fever, etc. Serious side
effects are extremely rare and benefits of
vaccination greatly outweigh the risks.

You are far more likely to be seriously
injured by a vaccine-preventable disease
than by a vaccine.

YES, COVID-19 vaccines 
are SAFE and EFFECTIVE:

COVID-19
Vaccine 

Pfizer/BioNtech and Moderna: mRNA vaccines that uses messenger RNA to make your inmune 

AstraZeneca y Janssen:  harmless viral vector that contains the genetic code for coronavirus 

Novavax: own virus spike protein fragments that make your cells produce similar spike protein fragments

       cells produce the virus specific spike protein.

       spike protein. Once this enters the body, cells make copies of the spike protein.

In each case, your immune system cells recognise the spike protein 
as a threat and starts an immune response against it. 

developed too 

Real World Clinica Data on efficacy     
 and safety is being closely monitored   

for the community,
for your family,
For you.
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We already had the key to attack it
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